DO YOU WANT TO KNOW YOUR POLITICIANS’ WILL POWER ?

HERE THEY ARE:

Translated from Superview Spiritual Scope, the life path viewer to help you understand where we’re at in WW3 and Current Election. Date: Feb-17th, 2016.

Candidates

FIRST AREA

Concentration

(What they may be doing in life, based on their chart)

SECOND AREA

Concentration

(What they may involve, based on their chart)

BARACK OBAMA
BERNIE SANDER
BILL CLINTON
DONAL TRUMP
GEORGE W. BUSH
HILLARY CLINTON
JEB BUSH
MARCO RUBIO
TED CRUZ

non-beneficial works, excessive power usage, self-image, some fame
Technologies, law & regulation, earnings, science R&D
Security, monetary investment, diplomacy, negative law & regulation
Works and earning's, investment security, some diplomacy & fame
Security, self monetary investment, positive power mishandled
Negative power, negative sense of security, negative popularity
Security, self monetary investment, negative power usage.
law & regulation, works, steady earnings, negative power usage
Security, monetary investment, negative fame and power usage.

100%
90%
59%
70%
100%
75%
100%
65%
65%

WORLD VIEW
ANGELA MERKEL
* ANTONIN SCALIA
* JOHN F. KENNEDY

Secrecy, strong self-image, investment security & banking.
Strong legal power and image, intelligent+ security, well-being of people
Exercising orders, good image, fame and security, non-lasting power

VLADIMIR PUTIN
BRAZIL, Federation of
BRITISH (UK)
CHINA, REP. OF
FRANCE
GERMANY
INDIA
IRAN
ISRAEL
JAPAN
N.KOREA
RUSSIA FEDERATION
S.KOREA
U.S.A

Investment security, in self-investment/monetary as well
law & regulation, works, steady earnings, negative power usage

0%
10%
41%
30%
0%
25%
0%
35%
35%

65%
70%
82%

Personal monetary security and earning's
well-being of children and family
Children, personal security, self-image

35%
30%
18%

Foreign diplomacy, fame, well-being of his people, power player

76%

Children, personal security, self-image

24%

Positive energy R&D, well-being of its people
Well-being of its people, weak(/en) earnings, population controls
Foreign diplomacy, high education, creativities, good earnings
Secrecy, fame & honor, weak/financial earnings, scientific works.
Strong fame and honor, well-being of its people
Good fame, weaken population controls, low earnings
Religious, diplomacy, high education, good natural security/resources
well-being of its people, secret earnings, strong self-image
well-being of its people, positive power-player, fame &honor
On excessive power, strong fame, well-being of people, good earnings.
well-being of people+ allies, deep science, large-power sources, creativity.
On excessive power, strong fame, well-being of people, high earnings.
Secrecy, strong self-image, neglected own people, strong will people

80%
90%
65%
62%
74%
52%
70%
70%
70%
74%
80%
70%
72%

Technologies, law & regulation, research and development
Foreign diplomacy, high education, negative image sustained.
Secret works, and okay well-being for its people.
Negative security, positive investment, unusual character.
Secrecy, steady works, willing to be moral.
Lots of technology works, okay public support.
Negative power R&D, high creativity against self-defense.
Politics, fame and honor
Creativity, excellent products, dominant power, negative image.
Self-defense, high family emotion, high-inspiration.
Steady works, good investment returns, negative image.
Self-defense, strong character, okay-inspiration, in secrecy.
Techno-science, negative law & regulation, population controls.

20%
10%
35%
38%
26%
48%
30%
30%
30%
26%
20%
30%
28%

What is WILL POWER?
“Will-power” is what people see important in their live. Will-Power stays with every one forever until the end of
life or Revolution. Will-power works like a soul, it hardly changed. It accumulates desire like a Vulcan. Unlike the
Interest-In-Life that can change over time. These two qualities can be afflicted; when afflicted, the native would
fight until death or death can take them away depending on circumstances, see * mark on unfortunate people.
Beware of this vague term “Security”. It does not mean safety for you general public but mainly for the Government. Sometimes, it can mean “Monetary Security” for the wealthy / elites in war time. For example, Security in

Security, in self monetary investment as well
Negative security and regulation against people, bad image
law & regulation, strong earnings, work horse power
Security, in self monetary investment in wrong direction.

Syria for the West’s wealthy or RUSSIA. They meant they fight about moneys, commodities and natural resources of
the middle east. TERRORS/ISIS is the name of the game to intrude on RUSSIAN-SYRIAN trade relationship. RUSSIA allies don’t mind playing such a game. There are fake ISIS and real ISIS. The ISIS game is getting out of hand;
now your government wants more NSA and the redesign/modification of your iPhone Security to sneak behind your
privacy, at your expenses. If Apple lost the legal battle, you’ll pay the costs. Further more the modification of iPhone
will make cell-phones vulnerable to hackers, you will lose your financial information after your online purchase. The
Gov surveillance won’t solve ISIS issue. Currently smart phone security is difficult for hackers to bypass, it was done
at GSM hardware level. Lawyers are Politicians and Judges, they understand force only not science or technologies.

This is a real-time chart of the U.S.A as of February 17, 2016. This presentation is to show you that we do not make thing up. We
translate the meaning out of Superview, the gift of knowledge God Jehovah given to us.

CHART OF THE UNITED STATE OF AMERICA, AS OF FEBRUARY 17, 2016

The WILL Power of the U.S.A. is located in division #12 (Secrecy) and division #1 (Self-image) .
Together with other little planets in division #1 promoting her self-image expansively. This means
she loves to communicate and to maintain her appearance to be more important.
This combination can be good and bad, mostly bad because what if she doesn’t have what she claims she has? Wouldn’t that be
deceitful? The good is, she can allure her victims to buy her products quickly and promise to take care of customers later,
whether she will follow up with her promise that is another issue. Today the main problems in America are not only about
fraudulent banking against consumers; there are insurers failing to take good care of customers when it comes to paying claim.
The insurers had lobbied your politicians to (corruptively) create law for them to abuse the public to avoid paying claims, to increase their Stock Value for investors. Typically in every $100 of premium collected, they paid out $2 to your claim. This is not
our word, this is evidenced by the insurers’ advertisement. The insurers can accuse the insured for committing insurance fraud
using their twisted view through excessive unregulated EUO. Current law allows the insurers’ lawyers to be the judge of your
case. If you’re busy with other legal obligation, and couldn’t come to their EUO, they can deny claim or make you a double
victim through their accusation of insurance fraud thru intimidation and twisted view after your legitimate claim. If you’ve
been injured, the insurers can accuse your unemployment as the cause of your claim. The problems went on and on for corporations to get rich so quickly.

The division #8 indicates “the Exercising of Power” by Negative Authority (Saturn). She misbehaved badly for a long time using force and poor judgment on her people and foreign lands.
Her excessive/abusive authorities were accumulated over time, finally they tipped over her morality in 1967 and thereafter; illustrated by the negative Saturn, evidenced by the bombing of Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, and more.
How do you fix her bad authority when she’s badly drunken and couldn’t get better? She doesn’t get along with her children and
the world community. These are illustrated by her division #7, see negative Mars & Neptune there. They foretell us that she had
strong enemies from July 1928 forward, illustrated by her conflicts in the middle East and with the BRICK nations. After 16years of horrible experience, the children asking themselves “what is the solution?” The solutions are within themselves. The
reset buttons must be pushed synchronously, all children must fight against the family disease physically, there is no other way.

Division #3 indicates her super-intelligence/multi-brain. She is one of the world’s smartest country.
When did she get smart? September 1969 after her brain got Bigger. She landed her Apollo-11 on the moon, to show off /deter
her enemies. Prior to this period, her technologies were done in an old fashion way (using large slow electron-tubes computers,
slow pace economy, etc.). Back then she was not 1/4 smart of her 2016 intelligence. Her super-intelligence doesn’t govern her
entire body, due to her multihead busy doing other things. The smarter she gets the more problems she has… She forget the fact
that this world is still controlled by God Jehovah, the living Creator. Who is God Jehovah? Look up your bibles.

